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OVERVIEW: In the presence of excessive sweating, skin cells become overhydrated (macerated) as a result of 

moisture and heat buildup in the microclimate beneath a resident. This excess moisture and heat can have 

multiple causes, including medication, sepsis and fever.   When not addressed adequately, the resulting 

maceration can lead to tissue injury by undermining the skin’s resistance to pressure and shear, resulting in 

Moisture Associated Skin Damage (MASD).   A typical intervention in this circumstance is the rental of a low air loss 

(LAL) support surface. While these surfaces can be effective, they are not without drawbacks, both clinical and 

practical. In some cases, products sold or advertised as providing “low air loss” function are not, in fact, equipped 

to effectively reduce or manage excess heat and moisture. In other cases, the logistics or cost of a rental surface 

may be problematic. 

In light of these challenges, and as a result of increased awareness and research by the National Pressure Ulcer 

Advisory Panel (NPUAP) of the important role of managing the microclimate,  a new product category—powered 

microclimate management (MCM) covers—has emerged as an alternative means of  addressing more specifically  

the problem of excess heat and moisture. This document summarizes the evaluation of one such device by an 

organization as an alternative to the low air loss rental product that would typically have been selected. 

The device evaluated (The Topper® microenvironment manager, manufactured by Span-America Medical Systems, 

Inc.)  is a multi-patient-use fitted cover that can be added to any standard healthcare mattress to reduce excess 

moisture and heat by providing microclimate management.  The device uses a proprietary design to create an 

uninterrupted stream of air between the patient and the support surface.  The fabric at the patient/surface 

interface has a high moisture vapor transmission rate, allowing moisture as a vapor to pass through to a three- 

dimensional, non-collapsible air diffusion matrix layer.  The design allows the consistent air flow throughout the 

surface to wick away the vapor and remove it from the system before it can re-form as liquid.  This process reduces 

moisture from the microclimate at a rate documented up to 132 percent greater than commonly used traditional 

low air loss surfaces.  Additionally, based on evaporative cooling, this removal of excess moisture increases the 

capacity for the removal of excess heat documented as high as 86 watts of heat per hour more than commonly 

used traditional low air loss surfaces. ¹´²´³´⁴´⁵ 

EVALUATION AND IMPLEMENTATION:  The nursing home division of a large post-acute corporation chose to 

evaluate the use of the MCM cover in multiple locations as a less expensive (purchase and reusable) alternative to 

the rental of LAL surfaces to address excessive heat and moisture before it led to maceration, and to address 

maceration before it led to tissue injury.  

Two MCM covers were utilized in each facility and were placed on the facilities’ standard therapeutic prevention 

support surfaces (Geo-Mattress® Pro or Geo-Mattress® Wings – made by Span-America).    The evaluation was 

conducted in two phases:  phase I included three facilities and 16 residents, phase II included three facilities and 21 

residents for a total of 37 residents.  The participating residents were representative of the long term care 

population: age range of 70-90, immobile, incontinent, poor hydration, nutrition issues and multiple medications 

with side effects.  Thirty-three of the thirty-seven residents presented with existing moisture-related skin 

alterations prior to being placed on the device.   
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During the evaluation period several caregivers commented that residents did not migrate or slide out of bed, and 

were easy to move, turn and transfer.  Others noted that residents had less excessive sweat and did not need to 

use a fan in the room to remain comfortable.   Overall, evaluators indicated that the device worked well to control 

excess moisture and improve MASD.  Four residents placed on the cover with existing pressure injuries (PI) showed 

improvement:  two PIs decreased in size, one closed and one resolved.   

CONCLUSION:  The powered microclimate management evaluated met or exceeeded the facility, caregiver and 

residents’ expectations in the areas of ease of application, management of skin moisture issue and comfort, 

manual turning/repostitioning, transfering and cleaning.  Prior to the placement of the cover there were 37 skin 

alteration issues (MASD, fungal, pressure injuries, PVD and other).  All showed improvement with the addition of 

the device.   Overall, the cover met or exceeded outcomes compared to the LAL products typically rented by the 

organization to manage excess moisture and heat in these situations. 

The total cost of acquisition of the MCM treatment devices used on the 37 patients was $6,012.00.  Because it is a 

multi-patient use device, the cost of a cover  is spread over the 24-month warranty period.  The cost of LAL rental 

over the same 24-month period would be $38,880.00. 

The evaluation illustrated multiple benefits of powered MCM cover purchase vs. LAL rental.  These include: 

 No wait for LAL delivery, which can delay the start of treatment of excess moisture that may lead to 
maceration 

 Decreased handling, transport and improper storage (due to lack of air conditioned storage facilities) for 
the standard prevention surface, leading to longer useful life of the surface 

 No cost consideration when a resident needs  MCM since the device is owned; may be used for 
prevention and treatment of excess moisture issues/concerns 

 Validated MCM therapy vs. inconsistent delivery of LAL⁶´⁷ 

 The device can be applied over any pressure redistributing mattress without adding height or changing 
the pressure redistribution properties of the mattress. 

 Available in various widths and lengths 

 24-month non-prorated warranty 
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